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Rivelazione eterodina

cos(!Lt)

cos(!St) cos(!St) cos(!Lt)

cos(!St) cos(!Lt) =
1

2
{cos[(!S + !L)t] + cos[(!S � !L)t]}
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Il ricevitore radio ad eterodina di Reginald Fessenden. Il segnale radio e l'oscillatore 
locale vengono miscelati nel diodo. 
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Schema a blocchi di un ricevitore a supereterodina (inventato nel 1918 da Edwin 
Armstrong). Le parti rosa sono quelle che lavorano alla frequenza del segnale radio 
originale (RF); quelle verdi operano alla frequenza intermedia (IF); quelle blu 
lavorano alla frequenza di modulazione (audio). La linea tra il filtro RF e l'oscillatore 
locale indica che i due devono essere regolati insieme. ht
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Importanza della fase

Consideriamo un segnale modulato in ampiezza e fase (questo comprende anche la 
modulazione di frequenza), allora l’eterodina produce il seguente risultato

dove la fase aggiunta corrisponde a frequenze di modulazione molto più piccole della 
frequenza della portante. Come si vede, se la fase aggiunta è vicina 90°, il segnale a 
bassa frequenza ha ampiezza molto piccola e viene quasi completamente perso. 

Però se si moltiplica anche per un seno ... 

e si vede che il segnale a bassa frequenza in questo caso NON è piccolo per una fase 
vicina a 90°. 

I  (in-phase)

Q  (quadrature)

<latexit sha1_base64="sPjPPr1dF6uOLfSVbR14a1YlCGA=">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</latexit>

sin (!Ct) [A(t) cos (!Ct+ '(t))] =
A(t)

2
[� sin'(t) + sin (2!Ct+ '(t))]
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cos (!Ct) [A(t) cos (!Ct+ '(t))] =
A(t)

2
[cos'(t) + cos (2!Ct+ '(t))]
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A questo punto la modulazione di ampiezza si può recuperare in questo modo 

e la modulazione di fase o frequenza 

x =
A(t)

2
cos'

y = �A(t)

2
sin'

) A(t) =
p
x2 + y2

'(t) = � arctan
y

x
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Figure 7

The conventional heterodyne radio receiver shown
in Figure 7, has been in use for nearly a century. Let’s
review the structure of the analog receiver so comparison
to a digital receiver becomes apparent.

First the RF signal from the antenna is amplified,
typically with a tuned RF stage that amplifies a region
of the frequency band of interest.

 This amplified RF signal is then fed into a mixer
stage. The other input to the mixer comes from the local
oscillator whose frequency is determined by the tuning
control of the radio.

The mixer translates the desired input signal to the
IF (Intermediate Frequency) as shown in Figure 8.

The IF stage is a bandpass amplifier that only lets
one signal or radio station through. Common center
frequencies for IF stages are 455 kHz and 10.7 MHz
for commercial AM and FM broadcasts.

The demodulator recovers the original modulating
signal from the IF output using one of several different
schemes.

For example, AM uses an envelope detector and FM
uses a frequency discriminator. In a typical home radio,
the demodulated output is fed to an audio power amplifier
which drives a speaker.

Figure 8

Analog RAnalog RAnalog RAnalog RAnalog Radio Radio Radio Radio Radio Receiver Block Diagrameceiver Block Diagrameceiver Block Diagrameceiver Block Diagrameceiver Block Diagram Analog RAnalog RAnalog RAnalog RAnalog Radio Radio Radio Radio Radio Receiver Mixereceiver Mixereceiver Mixereceiver Mixereceiver Mixer

The mixer performs an analog multiplication of the
two inputs and generates a difference frequency signal.

The frequency of the local oscillator is set so that the
difference between the local oscillator frequency and the
desired input signal (the radio station you want to
receive) equals the IF.

For example, if you wanted to receive an FM
station at 100.7 MHz and the IF is 10.7 MHz, you would
tune the local oscillator to:

100.7 - 10.7 =  90 MHz

This is called “downconversion” or “translation”
because a signal at a high frequency is shifted down to a
lower frequency by the mixer.

The IF stage acts as a narrowband filter which only
passes a “slice” of the translated RF input. The band-
width of the IF stage is equal to the bandwidth of the
signal (or the “radio station”) that you are trying to
receive.

 For commercial FM, the bandwidth is about
100 kHz and for AM it is about 5 kHz. This is consis-
tent with channel spacings of 200 kHz and 10 kHz,
respectively.
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The mixer performs an analog multiplication of the
two inputs and generates a difference frequency signal.

The frequency of the local oscillator is set so that the
difference between the local oscillator frequency and the
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receive) equals the IF.

For example, if you wanted to receive an FM
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Figure 10

SDR RSDR RSDR RSDR RSDR Receiver Mixereceiver Mixereceiver Mixereceiver Mixereceiver MixerFigure 9 shows a block diagram of a software
defined radio receiver. The RF tuner converts analog RF
signals to analog IF frequencies, the same as the first three
stages of the analog receiver.

The A/D converter that follows digitizes the IF signal
thereby converting it into digital samples. These samples
are fed to the next stage which is the digital downconverter
(DDC) shown within the dotted lines.

The digital downconverter is typically a single
monolithic chip or FPGA IP, and it is a key part of the
SDR system.

A conventional DDC has three major sections:

• A digital mixer
• A digital local oscillator
• An FIR lowpass filter

The digital mixer and local oscillator translate the
digital IF samples down to baseband. The FIR lowpass
filter limits the signal bandwidth and acts as a decimat-
ing lowpass filter. The digital downconverter includes a
lot of hardware multipliers, adders and shift register
memories to get the job done.

The digital baseband samples are then fed to a block
labeled DSP which performs tasks such as demodulation,
decoding and other processing tasks.

Traditionally, these needs have been handled with
dedicated application-specific ICs (ASICs), and program-
mable DSPs.

At the output of the mixer, the high frequency
wideband signals from the A/D input (shown in Figure
10 above) have been translated down to DC as complex I
and Q components with a frequency shift equal to the
local oscillator frequency.

This is similar to the analog receiver mixer except
there, the mixing was done down to an IF frequency.
Here, the complex representation of the signal allows us
to go right down to DC.

By tuning the local oscillator over its range, any
portion of the RF input signal can be mixed down to DC.

In effect, the wideband RF signal spectrum can be
“slid” around 0 Hz, left and right, simply by tuning the
local oscillator. Note that upper and lower sidebands are
preserved.
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defined radio receiver. The RF tuner converts analog RF
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thereby converting it into digital samples. These samples
are fed to the next stage which is the digital downconverter
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The digital downconverter is typically a single
monolithic chip or FPGA IP, and it is a key part of the
SDR system.

A conventional DDC has three major sections:

• A digital mixer
• A digital local oscillator
• An FIR lowpass filter

The digital mixer and local oscillator translate the
digital IF samples down to baseband. The FIR lowpass
filter limits the signal bandwidth and acts as a decimat-
ing lowpass filter. The digital downconverter includes a
lot of hardware multipliers, adders and shift register
memories to get the job done.

The digital baseband samples are then fed to a block
labeled DSP which performs tasks such as demodulation,
decoding and other processing tasks.

Traditionally, these needs have been handled with
dedicated application-specific ICs (ASICs), and program-
mable DSPs.

At the output of the mixer, the high frequency
wideband signals from the A/D input (shown in Figure
10 above) have been translated down to DC as complex I
and Q components with a frequency shift equal to the
local oscillator frequency.

This is similar to the analog receiver mixer except
there, the mixing was done down to an IF frequency.
Here, the complex representation of the signal allows us
to go right down to DC.

By tuning the local oscillator over its range, any
portion of the RF input signal can be mixed down to DC.

In effect, the wideband RF signal spectrum can be
“slid” around 0 Hz, left and right, simply by tuning the
local oscillator. Note that upper and lower sidebands are
preserved.
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Figure 11A Local Oscillator Frequency Switching
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Because the local oscillator uses a digital phase
accumulator, it has some very nice features. It switches
between frequencies with phase continuity, so you can
generate FSK signals or sweeps very precisely with no
transients as shown in Figure 11A.

The frequency accuracy and stability are determined
entirely by the A/D clock so it’s inherently synchronous
to the sampling frequency. There is no aging, drift or
calibration since it’s implemented entirely with digital logic.

Since the output of the FIR filter is band-limited, the
Nyquist theorem allows us to lower the sample rate. If
we are keeping only one out of every N samples, as shown
in Figure 11B above, we have dropped the sampling rate
by a factor of N.

This process is called decimation and it means keeping
one out of every N signal samples. If the decimated
output sample rate is kept higher than twice the output
bandwidth, no information is lost.

The clear benefit is that decimated signals can be
processed easier, can be transmitted at a lower rate, or
stored in less memory. As a result, decimation can
dramatically reduce system costs!

As shown in Figure 12, the DDC performs two
signal processing operations:

1. Frequency translation with the tuning controlled
by the local oscillator.

2. Lowpass filtering with the bandwidth controlled
by the decimation setting.

We will next turn our attention to the Software-
Defined Radio Transmitter.
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Because the local oscillator uses a digital phase
accumulator, it has some very nice features. It switches
between frequencies with phase continuity, so you can
generate FSK signals or sweeps very precisely with no
transients as shown in Figure 11A.

The frequency accuracy and stability are determined
entirely by the A/D clock so it’s inherently synchronous
to the sampling frequency. There is no aging, drift or
calibration since it’s implemented entirely with digital logic.

Since the output of the FIR filter is band-limited, the
Nyquist theorem allows us to lower the sample rate. If
we are keeping only one out of every N samples, as shown
in Figure 11B above, we have dropped the sampling rate
by a factor of N.

This process is called decimation and it means keeping
one out of every N signal samples. If the decimated
output sample rate is kept higher than twice the output
bandwidth, no information is lost.

The clear benefit is that decimated signals can be
processed easier, can be transmitted at a lower rate, or
stored in less memory. As a result, decimation can
dramatically reduce system costs!

As shown in Figure 12, the DDC performs two
signal processing operations:

1. Frequency translation with the tuning controlled
by the local oscillator.

2. Lowpass filtering with the bandwidth controlled
by the decimation setting.

We will next turn our attention to the Software-
Defined Radio Transmitter.



Radio digitale basata sul microcircuito RTL2832 (ADC veloce e 
demodulatore)
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Figure 10

SDR RSDR RSDR RSDR RSDR Receiver Mixereceiver Mixereceiver Mixereceiver Mixereceiver MixerFigure 9 shows a block diagram of a software
defined radio receiver. The RF tuner converts analog RF
signals to analog IF frequencies, the same as the first three
stages of the analog receiver.

The A/D converter that follows digitizes the IF signal
thereby converting it into digital samples. These samples
are fed to the next stage which is the digital downconverter
(DDC) shown within the dotted lines.

The digital downconverter is typically a single
monolithic chip or FPGA IP, and it is a key part of the
SDR system.

A conventional DDC has three major sections:

• A digital mixer
• A digital local oscillator
• An FIR lowpass filter

The digital mixer and local oscillator translate the
digital IF samples down to baseband. The FIR lowpass
filter limits the signal bandwidth and acts as a decimat-
ing lowpass filter. The digital downconverter includes a
lot of hardware multipliers, adders and shift register
memories to get the job done.

The digital baseband samples are then fed to a block
labeled DSP which performs tasks such as demodulation,
decoding and other processing tasks.

Traditionally, these needs have been handled with
dedicated application-specific ICs (ASICs), and program-
mable DSPs.

At the output of the mixer, the high frequency
wideband signals from the A/D input (shown in Figure
10 above) have been translated down to DC as complex I
and Q components with a frequency shift equal to the
local oscillator frequency.

This is similar to the analog receiver mixer except
there, the mixing was done down to an IF frequency.
Here, the complex representation of the signal allows us
to go right down to DC.

By tuning the local oscillator over its range, any
portion of the RF input signal can be mixed down to DC.

In effect, the wideband RF signal spectrum can be
“slid” around 0 Hz, left and right, simply by tuning the
local oscillator. Note that upper and lower sidebands are
preserved.
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1.1. Digital Down Conversion (DDC) 
The Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) block sub-samples Intermediate Frequency (IF) signals and a 

Digital Down Conversion (DDC) block converts the IF to base-band signal.  

In normal cases, the tuner is high side mixing and the spectrum is inversed. The demodulator requires 

an inverse spectrum in the DDC (register spec_inv). In RTL2832U there is an adjacent channel 

canceller that is enabled or disabled by register en_aci. The initial IF frequency should be set by 

register pset_iffreq. This register setting depends on the crystal frequency. The equation of pset_iffreq 

is shown below: 

)4194304(_
_

u� 
crystal

DIF

f

f
flooriffreqpset  

where: 

fIF_D: Intermediate Frequency (IF) after sub-sampling 

fcrystal: Crystal frequency 

Examples: 

x fIF=4.57M, fADC=28.8M,  
pset_iffreq= -665554 =>2^22 – 665554  = 3528750 (two’s complement)= 
0x35D82E  

x fIF=36.167M, fADC=28.8M, fIF_D=36.167-28.8= 7.367, 
pset_iffreq= - 1072897 =>2^22 – 1072897 =3121407 ( two’s complement) = 
0x2FA0FF  

x fIF=36.125M, fADC=28.8M, fIF_D=36.167-28.8= 7.367, 
pset_iffreq= - 1066780 =>2^22 –1066780 =3127524 ( two’s complement) = 
0x2FB8E4  

x fIF=0M, fADC=28.8M,  

Struttura del microcircuito RTL2832
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https://www.gnuradio.org
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ADS-B

ADS-B is a surveillance technology incorporating air and ground aspects that provide Air Traffic Control 
(ATC) with a more accurate picture of the aircraft’s three-dimensional position in the enroute, 
terminal, approach and surface environments. The aircraft provides the airborne portion in the form of 
a broadcast of its identification, position, altitude, velocity, and other information.

The ground portion is comprised of ADS-B ground stations which receive these broadcasts and direct 
them to ATC automation systems for presentation on a controller’s display similar in nature to a radar 
return. ADS-B is automatic because no external interrogation is required. It is dependent because it 
relies on onboard position sources and broadcast transmission systems to provide surveillance 
information to ATC.

ADS-B allows ATC to monitor and separate aircraft efficiently, and with more precision. Because it uses 
GPS signals, it expands surveillance services into areas where little or no radar coverage exists. The 
technology provides improved situational awareness to pilots and ATC.

Providing a flexible and expandable platform to accommodate future air-traffic growth, ADS-B is 
designed to improve the safety, capacity and efficiency of the airspace around the world.

ADS–B equipment is currently mandatory in portions of Australian airspace, the United States 
requires some aircraft to be equipped by 2020 and the equipment will be mandatory for some 
aircraft in Europe from 2017. Canada is already using ADS-B for air traffic control.
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RTL-SDR Blog V3 Datasheet 

 

 

The RTL-SDR Blog V3 is an improved RTL-SDR dongle. RTL-SDR dongles were originally designed for DVB-T 
HDTV reception, but they were found by hardware hackers to be useful as a general purpose SDR. The 
standard dongles are okay for DVB-T reception, but are just barely suitable for SDR users/experimenters. 
The RTL-SDR Blog V3 was redesigned with SDR user needs in mind, instead of DVB-T HDTV users who 
typically have more relaxed requirements. 

Purchase at: www.rtl-sdr.com/store 

Quickstart setup guide available at: www.rtl-sdr.com/qsg 

Basic Information 
x Bandwidth: Up to 2.4 MHz stable. 
x ADC: RTL2832U 8-bits 
x Frequency Range: 500 kHz – 1766 MHz (500 kHz – 24 MHz in direct sampling mode) 
x Typical Input Impedance: 50 Ohms 
x Typical Current Draw: 270 – 280 mA 

Required Computing Hardware 
Same requirements as a regular RTL-SDR. Compatible with Windows XP and above (SDR# requires Win 7 
or newer), Linux, MacOS and Android. A dual core machine is recommended.  

Single board PCs like the Raspberry Pi, Odroid, C.H.I.P are also supported with most command line apps. 
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